Love in One Night (A Prepper Romance Book 5)

Melanie is a woman prepared for disaster.
If the world as she knows it were to come
grinding to a disastrous halt, her
sustainable living community will be ready
and able to take care of the people in their
area. She doesnt have a man in her life
anymore, but she has her daughter and
thats enough.Until a tall, dark stranger
drives into her life.Griffith is on a mission
to find Melanies ex-husband Victor, who
has stolen a very expensive new drug from
a pharmaceutical company. Griffith is a
man who can find what others cant. He
never backs down from a fight and hes
never afraiduntil he sees Melanie. She
steals his breath and makes him wish for
things hes never wanted before.These two
people are prepared for everything, except
the depth of their own need for one
another.
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